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When geometric designers and engineers use an RBB (Rational Bernstein-Dezier) surface given by R(U) =
EII1=n w/b/B/(U)/I::jll=n w,B,/(U) with 1 = (i,j,k), U = (u,v,w) and B/(U) = ( '; ) uiviw" 011 a triangle
Llabc C JR} > as a geometric modeling tool, they usually assume that tile coefficients of denominator polynomial
are positive[4, 3]. This assumption is quite strong, but rids the surface of real poles (real roots of the denominator
polynomial) and gives the RBB surface its convex hull property. For most of the knowll methods for generating
rational curve and surface approximations [2] one can guarantee that the rational functions have no poles (positive
denominator), however the RBB form may quite easily have non~positive coefficients, Therefore, it is nice to
have an algorithm to convert a RBB curve or surface wHh no real poles into a standard RAB representation
where the denominator has only positive coefficients, Tn [I], we present an algorithm to convert a rational curve
into to a standard RBB representation. In this paper, we present a subdivision based algorithm to convert a
rational surface defined over the triangle .!labc in Iff1 into a finite number of Co:) standard RBB surface patches.
We lise this conversion algorithm as a final step in our NURBS approximation of algebraic surfaces[2].
Subdivision of the Domain Triangle
We assume that the given rational surface R(U) is in RBB form and has no poles in its defining triangle
llubc C IR}. Several methods are known for converting a rational surface into the RBB form[3]. Our goal here
is to transform it into a standard RBB form with positive denominator coefficients, It then suffices to consider
the conversion of the denominator Bernstein-Bezier (BB) polynomial P(U) = LIII=o" WI Bi (U) of degree II, with
1= (i,j,k), U = (u,v,w) and Bi(U) = ( ; ) uivJ'w" defined on the triangle llubc C JR2 , As the rational
surface has no real poles, without loss of generality, P(U) > 0 for any U E .!lubc,
The first step is to subdivide the triangle llabc such that the BB representation of P(U) on the edges of each
sub triangle has nonnegative coefficients. This can be achieved by connecting the center of the triangle with its
vertices and the break points on the edges (see Figure lea)). These break points on the edges are determined
using the one-dimensional conversion technique [1], applied to P(U) restricted to the edge (a one-dimensional
BB polynomial). This step is repeated if P(U) has negative coefficients on the 11ewly added edges interior to
triangle llabc. Note that this repeated subdivision is bounded since P(U) > 0 and so are its coefficients on any




Figure 1: Ca) Subdivide the Edges; (b) Subdivide the Triangle
In the next. step, we assume P(U) has nonnegative coefficients OIl all the edges (including interior) of .6,abc.
Let d be a point in the triangle whose barycentric coordinale is V = (x,y,z), i.e. d:::: xa + yb + zc and
x + y + z = 1. Now we waul. to choose d such that the representation of P(U) on the new triangle 6.dbc
(the shaded part of Figure I(b)): P(U) = p(U) = EII1=" wIBj(U) has nonnegative coefficients, where U
and [j represent the same point in tldbc in the old and new barycentric coordinate system, respectively. Then
w(i,i,l:) = W~O,j,k)(V)J i = 0, 1, ... , II where w~O,i,k)(V) = L::1JI=i W{O,i,k)+JB5(V), j + k = 11 - i, i.e., w(ijl:)(V) is
a Bernstein polynomial in V of degree i. For subdivision formulas such as above the reader may also consult [3].
Now we choose d sllch that every w(i,i,k)(V) is nonnegative, and at the same lime y + z is as small as possible
in order to have the fewest number of pieces in the sltbdivision. Let !l(y, z) = W(i,i,k)(1 - y - z, y, z) . Theil
we need to find (y, z) such that { !I(y, z) =1 0 .bl Let X = y, y = Y+:, FI(X, Y) = fI(Y, :).
y + z as arge as POSSI e
Then the above problem is equivalent to determining (X, Y) such that { FI(X, Y) = 0 . This (X, Y) can be
Y = maximum
obtained by solving the following equation
{
Fl(X, Y) = 0
W(X,Y)=O
Among all the solutions of (I) for all I, III = n, take the one that makes y + z as large as possible and
y 2: 0, z 2: 0, y + z ~ 1.
(I)
(2)
We can then obtain the barycentric coordinate of d ;::: (l - Y - z, y, z). If (1) has no solution to 5atisfy (2) for
some I, 111= n, then WI is nonnegative on tiabc.
After d is determined in this way, P(U) will have nonnegative coefficients on tldbc. For the remaining two
triangles tiabd and tiadc, we repeat the above two steps. This procedure will terminate at some 5tage becausc
of P(U) > O. The final subdivision will be as shown in Figure 2.





Choose a solution that makes y + z larger and also satisfies (2). If 0' = 0 or a = I, then d lies on the edge [a, c]
or [a, b], respectively. The final subdivision will be as shown in Figure 3. If we choose n = 1/2, the subdivision
will be as shown in Figure 2. The system of equations (3) is much easier to handle than the systelll of equat.ions
(l), since the second polynomial in the latter system is linear.
Unlike the one-dimension problem, there are many more possibilities to choose the subdivision points. An




Figure 2: Subdivision in the Tnterior
Figure 3: Subdivision on the Edges
Finally, it should be noted that if we perturb each of the break points of the subdivision by a small amount
in the proper direction, then we can make all the coefficients of P(U) to be positive.
EXaIllple 0.1 We now give an example oJ this conversion jor a denominator polynomial.
The original cubic polynomial is defined on the domain triangle [(0,0),(1,0),(0,1)] with the following RBB
representation:
&300 = 0.700000 b,lO! = 1.100000 bl02 = 1.300000
b003 = 1.000000 b210 = 0.450000 blll = -D.liGaOD
bOl2 = 1.200000 bl20 = 0.300000 b021 = 1.440000
&030 = 1.000000
The subdivision of the original domain triangle is done at the point (0.33333,0.333333) to give the three sub-
polynomials defined over the three subtrianglcs. The first subpolynomial defined 011 [(0,0),(1,0),(0.33333,0.333:3:3:3)]
is given by
bboo = 0.700000 b1 201 = 0.750000 bl 102 = 0.488889
bl o03 = 0.632222 b1 210 = 0.450000 b11ll = 0.083333
bl 012 = 0.570000 b1 120 = 0.300000 bl0 21 = 0.913333
bl 030 = 1.000000
The second subpolynomial defined on [(1,0),(0,1),(0.33333,0.333333)J is given by
b2300 = 1.000000 62201 = 0.913333 b2 102 = 0.570000
3
b2003 :::: 0.632222 b2210 =: 1.440001 b211l:::: 0.713333
b2012 = 0.837778 b2120 :::: 1.200000 b2021:::: 1.166667
b2030 = 1.000000
The third subpolynomial defined on [(0,0),(0.33333,0.333333),(0,1)] is given by
b3300:::: 0.700000 b3201:::: 1.l00000 b3102 = 1.300000
b3003 :::: 1.000000 b321o :::: 0.750000 b3111:::: 0.63333~
b3012 :::: 1.166667 b3 120 :::: 0.488889 b30 21:::: 0.837778
b3 030 = 0.632222
Psuedocode of the Algorithm
The above algorithm is given below in psuedocode with code comments given in italiC's.
Main program of the conversion algorithm
Triangle is the input triangle, a 3x2 array containing lhe coordinates of tlte lhee vertice.~ of lhe triangle
Coeffs is the input denominator polynomial coefficient array over the triangle
TriangleCoeffs is lhe output triangle-coefficient li.~t with posilive coefficients. The elemenlTrialigleCoelf:::: Tri-
angleCoeffs[i] has two parts. One part is the triangle, denoted as TtiangleCoeff -t triangle. The otlier lJarl is lite
coefficients, denoted as TtialigleCoeff -- coeff
TriangleCoelfs = NULL
TriCoelfs = NULL
call BREAKEDGES(Triangle, Coeffs, TriCoeffs)
TriCoeff = TriCoeffs(O)
while (TriCoeff # NULL)
Tri ::: TriCoeff -t triangle
Coeff = TriCoeff _ coeff




Procedure to subdivide the given triangle into snbln'ang/es so lhat the coefficienls Oll each edge of each sllblriangle
are positive
procedure BREAKEDGES(Ttiangle, Coeffs, TriangleCoelTs)
Triangle is tlte input triangle, a 3x:1 array
Coelfs is the input coefficients array over lhe triangle
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TriangleCoeffs is tlie output triangle-coefficient list
for i = 1 to 3 step 1
get the coefficients on the edge
Coeffs(i) = The coefficients on the i-th edge
call BREAKJNTERVAL(Coeffs(i), BreakPoints(i), Num BrcakPts(i))
nexti
Form the Polygon
call TRiANG ULATION(Polygol1, Triangles)
Tri = Triangles(O)
while (Tri f- NULL)
call BEZIERCOEFF(Triangle, Coeffs, Td, NewCoeff)
if (NewCoelT are positive on edges) then
Append Tri and NewCoelf to the TriangleCoelfs list
else
recursive. calling





Procedure to subdivide the given triangle into subtriangles so that the coefficients on each subtrianglc are positiVe.
Here we assume the input coefficients arc positive on the edges.
procedure BREAKFACE(Triangle, Coelfs, TriangleCoelfs)
Triangle is the input triangle Llabc, a 3x 2 array
Coeffs is the input coefficients array over lite triangle
TriangleCoeffs is the output triangle-coefficient list
COnllJtlle Ihe stlbdivisieJn poinl d
Form the equation (1)
Solve the equation (1)





call BEZIERCOEFF(Triangle, Coeffs, Trianglel, NewCoelTl)
call BEZIERCOEFF(Triangle, Coeffs, Triangle2, NewCoefr2)
call BEZIERCOEFF(Ttiangle, Coelfs, Triangle3, NewCoeff3)
Append Triangle3 and NewCoeff3 to the TrianglcCocffs list
if (NewCoeffl are positive on Triangle!) then
Append Triangle! and NewCoeffl to the TriangleCoelTs list
else
recursive calling
call BREAKFACE(Triangle1, NewCoctfl, TrianglcCoeffs)
end if
if (NewCoeff2 are positive on Triangle2) then
Append Triangle2 and NewCoeff2 to the TriangleCoelTs list
else
recursive calling
eall BREAKFACE(Triangle2, NewCoeff2, TriangleCoelTs)
end if
return
Procedure to stlbdivide interval [0, I} so thai the coefficiCllts on each subinterval arc positive. rhi.~ is done us£ng
the one dime71.~ion conversion algorithm given in [I). We skip Ihe details here, and refa the reader to the
psuedocode in {I).
procedure BREAKINTERVAL(Coeffs, BreakPoints, NumBreak Points)
Coeffs is the input coefficients array of the BB Jorm over lhe inlerval [0, I}
BreakPoints is the outpul break poinl array
NlImBreakPoints is lhe output number of break point
Procedure to produce the BB fonn coefficients over a new triangle Jrom the BB form ove,- the original triangle.
The new BB Jorm can be obtained by interpolati'lg the original BB Jorm at the. re.gular points oj Ihe new lriangle,
or by using the subdivision formulas). We again omit the details here.
procedure BEZTERCOEFF(OldTtiallgle, OldCoeff, NcwTriangle, NewCoeff)
OldTriangle is the input old Iriangle, a 3x 2 array
OldCoeff is the input old coefficients army over the. old triangle
NewTriangle is the input new triangle, a 3x2 array
NewCoeff 15 llie output new coeffieienls array over lhe new triangle
Procedure to produce triangulations from a polygon by connecting each vertex with tlie cenler oj the polygon or
iteratively chording the sharpest a/lgle or 1lsing lhe reader's favourite scheme.
procedure TRIANGULATION(Polygon, Triangles)
Polygon is lhe inpul polygon, a two dimensional array
Triangles is the output triangle lisl
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